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Abstra t

Rea hability and distan e queries in graphs are fundamental to numerous appli ations, ranging from geographi navigation systems to Internet routing. Some
of these appli ations involve huge graphs and yet require fast query answering. We propose a new data
stru ture for representing all distan es in a graph. The
data stru ture is distributed in the sense that it may be
viewed as assigning labels to the verti es, su h that a
query involving verti es u and v may be answered using
only the labels of u and v.
Our labels are based on 2-hop overs of the shortest
paths, or of all paths, in a graph. For shortest paths,
su h a over is a olle tion S of shortest paths su h that
for every two verti es u and v, there is a shortest path
from u to v that is a on atenation of two paths from S .
We des ribe an eÆ ient algorithm for nding an almost
optimal 2-hop over of a given olle tion of paths. Our
approa h is general and an be applied to dire ted or
undire ted graphs, exa t or approximate shortest paths,
or to rea hability queries.
We study the proposed data stru ture using a ombination of theoreti al and experimental means. We implemented our algorithm and he ked the size of the resulting data stru ture on several real-life networks from different appli ation areas. Our experiments show that the
total size of the labels is typi ally not mu h larger than
the network itself, and is usually onsiderably smaller
than an expli it representation of the transitive losure
of the network.
1 Introdu tion

We onsider the problem of eÆ iently answering distan e or rea hability queries in dire ted or undire ted graphs. We fo us on s enarios in whi h the
graph/network is given to us expli itly and we are able
to do some prepro essing of it. The generated data
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stru ture should be fairly ompa t and should speedup query answering by as mu h as possible. Often, the
omputational resour es available for pro essing queries
are weaker than those available during the prepro essing
stage. This is the ase, for example, in geographi navigation systems, where the prepro essing may be done
on a large omputer, while queries are answered using
a mu h weaker pro essor installed in a ar.
There are two naive solutions to the problem. The rst
is to pre ompute answers to all possible queries, e.g.,
by solving the all-pairs shortest paths (APSP) problem,
or by omputing the transitive losure of the network.
Ea h query ould then be answered in onstant time.
This however, is not a viable option, espe ially for sparse
networks, as the data stru ture produ ed for an n-vertex
graph would be of size (n ). The se ond is to do no
prepro essing at all and answer ea h query, e.g., using
a single-sour e shortest path (SSSP) omputation. The
spa e requirements here are minimal, but answering a
query on an m-edge graph may take (m) time.
We present here a new pro essing s heme, and a orresponding query answering algorithm, for answering
rea hability and distan e queries. Our prepro essing
s heme generates a data stru ture of reasonable size,
i.e., not mu h larger than the original network, and
typi ally mu h smaller than, say, an expli it representation of the transitive losure of the network. Given
the pre omputed data stru ture, our query answering
algorithm an answer distan e and rea hability queries
qui kly, mu h faster than what is possible without prepro essing.
The data stru ture generated by our prepro essing
algorithm is distributed. We assign to ea h vertex of
the network a distan e or rea hability label su h that we
an later al ulate the distan e (or rea hability relation)
between two verti es using only the labels of these two
verti es. Distan e labels were onsidered, among others,
by Peleg [10℄, Gavoille et al. [4℄ and Thorup and Zwi k
[12℄. All these papers, however, onsider only undire ted
graphs , and only worst ase results. We are interested
mainly in dire ted graphs, and in the performan e of
the proposed labeling s heme on networks that o ur in
pra ti e.
2

Our labels are based on the on ept of 2-hop overs.
Let G = (V; E ) be a (dire ted or undire ted) graph.
For every u; v V , let Puv be a olle tion of paths
from u to v in G. (For example, Puv may be the set
of all shortest paths from u to v.) Let H = (H ; H ),
where H and H are olle tions of paths in G. We say
that H is a 2-hop over of the olle tion P = Puv ,
if for every u; v V su h that Puv = there is a
path in Puv that is a on atenation h h of a path
h
H and a path h
H . We show that su h a
over yields a orresponding 2-hop labeling. The total
size of the labels is H = H + H . (We ount here
the number of paths in the over, not their total length.)
Ea h distan e/rea hability query an then be answered
in time that is linear in the size of the orresponding
labels. Therefore, on average , in O( H =n) time.
We show that nding a 2-hop over (and thus, a 2-hop
labeling) of minimum size is an NP-hard problem. We
present, however, an eÆ ient and pra ti al algorithm,
whi h we implemented, for obtaining almost optimal 2hop overs. The size of the 2-hop over returned by
this algorithm is larger than the minimum possible 2hop over by at most a logarithmi fa tor. In pra ti e,
we expe t the performan e ratio of this algorithm to be
mu h better.
Our algorithm produ es an almost optimal 2-hop labeling of any input graph. Some graphs may have shorter
labelings that are not 2-hop labelings. But, for many
interesting families of graphs, su h as planar graphs, the
optimal 2-hop labelings are almost as short as the optimal labeling. Thus without being spe i ally designed
for any su h graph family, our algorithm produ es almost optimal labelings. It is also expe ted, as veri ed
by our experiments, to work well on graphs that are, say,
`mostly' planar, or `mostly' tree-like, as many pra ti al
problem are.
We onje ture that any n-vertex, m-edge dire ted graph
has a 2-hop over, and thus a 2-hop labeling, of total
size O~ (nm = ). We show there exist graphs for whi h
any distan e or rea hability labeling is of size (nm = ).
A useful property of our approa h is that by properly
sele ting the underlying set of paths, labels an be produ ed for di erent variants of the shortest paths problem: rea hability or distan es, dire ted or undire ted,
exa t or approximate distan es, and for the omplete
or partial set of vertex-pairs. Even though exa t dire ted distan e labeling for all pairs of verti es is the
most general variant in the sense that all other variants
an be redu ed to it, the distin tion is important as
a less- onstrained variant often enjoys a more ompa t
labeling. One su h example is the family of dire ted planar graphs: Rea hability or (1+)-approximate shortest
2
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paths have worst- ase 2-hop labels of size O(n log n)
(using some slight modi ation of a onstru tion by
Thorup [11℄) whereas for exa t-distan es, there is a
known (n = ) lower-bound for any labeling s heme [4℄.
It is also not too hard to onstru t spe i graphs whi h
admit more ompa t labeling for less- onstrained variants. Thus, 2-hop labels should always be produ ed for
the least- onstrained appropriate variant.
We have made an experimental study of our proposed
labeling s heme. We used several real-world networks
and obtained promising results, showing that the size
of the labels produ ed is typi ally signi antly smaller
than what would have been required for expli it representation.
2
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2 Rea hability and distan e queries

Let G = (V; E ) be a weighted graph (whi h may be
dire ted or undire ted) with n = V and m = E .
If (u; v) E is an edge, we let w(u; v) be the weight
(or ost, or length) atta hed to that edge. In networks
used in appli ations, the weights atta hed to the edges
are non-negative. Our approa h, however, works also
when there are edges of negative-weight. We let Æ(u; v)
be the distan e from u to v in the graph, i.e., the
smallest weight of a path from u to v in the graph, if
one exists, or , otherwise. (We assume that there are
no negative weight y les in the graph so all distan es
are well de ned.)
We would like to prepro ess the graph G and obtain a
ompa t representation of it su h that given a pair of
verti es u; v E , we ould qui kly answer the following
queries:
rea h(u; v): Is there a path from u to v in the graph?
dist(u; v): What is the distan e from u to v in the
graph? Sometimes, we would be satis ed with
(1 + )-approximate distan es.
rst-edge(u; v): Whi h edge emanating from u is a
rst edge on a (shortest) path from u to v?
path(u; v): Find a (shortest) path from u to v in the
graph.
Rea hability queries are of ourse spe ial ases of (dire ted) distan e queries as there is a path from u to v
if and only if the distan e from u to v is nite. If we
are only interested in rea hability properties we may assume that the weight of all the edges of the graph is 0.
Path queries ould be answered using repeated rst-edge
queries. In some ases, it would be possible to speed-up
the pro essing of repeated rst-edge queries so that if
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a shortest path from u to v ontains, say, ` edges, then A slightly more general lass of distan e labelings is the
the pro essing time of the ` rst-edge queries produ ing following:
it would require substantially less time then ` times the
Definition 3.3. (Steiner 2-hop distan e labeling)
time required by a typi al rst-edge query.
A Steiner 2-hop distan e labeling is a labeling in
whi h Lin (v) and Lout(v) onsists of pairs of the form
3 2-hop labels
(x; d(x; v)) and (x; d(v; x)), respe tively, where x X ,
A possible s heme for a hieving the obje tive set forth d(x; v); d(v; x) IR, and X is some arbitrary nite set.
above is the following: During the prepro essing stage, We require that
we atta h to ea h vertex u of the graph a relatively short
Æ (u; v ) =
min
d(u; x) + d(x; v ) :
label L(u) su h that for any two verti es u and v, the two
x2Lout u \Lin v
labels L(u) and L(v) would ontain enough information
(A similar de nition an be stated for undire ted graphs)
to answer the required queries. More formally:
Note that any 2-hop distan e labeling is a Steiner 2-hop
Definition 3.1. (Distan e labelings) A distan e
labeling,
with X = V and d(x; v) = Æ(x; v).
labeling of a weighted, dire ted or undire ted, graph
G = (V; E ) is a pair (L; F ), where L : V
0; 1  We also use the following de nition of 2-hop rea hability
and F : 0; 1  0; 1  (IR
) (E  ), su h labels.
that for every u; v V , if F (L(u); L(v)) = (d; e), then
d = Æ (u; v ), the distan e from u to v in the graph. If Definition 3.4. (2-hop rea hability labeling)
d =
, then e = . Otherwise, e is the rst edge on Let G = (V; E ) be a dire ted graph. A 2-hop rea habila (shortest) path from u to
v in the graph. The total ity labeling of G assigns to ea h vertex v
V a label
bit-size of the labeling is Pv2V L(v) , where L(v) is L(v) = (Lin (v); Lout (v)), su h that Lin (v); Lout (v) V
the length of L(v). The maximum label size is natu- and there is a path from every x Lin (v) to v and
rally maxv2V L(v) . We say that a labeling s heme has from v to every x Lout (v). Furthermore, for any two
linear omplexity if F (L(v); L(u)) an be omputed in verti es u; v V , we should have:
O( L(u) + L(v ) ) time.
u;v i
Lout (u) Lin (v ) =  :
Rea hability labelings are de ned similarly, and (1+ )- The size of the labeling is de ned to be Pv2V Lin (v) +
approximate distan e labelings are de ned by requiring Lout(v) .
Æ (u; v )
d
(1 + )Æ(u; v): We fo us on rea hability/distan e labels of the following form:
A 2-hop Steiner rea hability labeling is de ned similarly,
but we allow Lin (v) and Lout(v) to ontain verti es from
Definition 3.2. (2-hop distan e labeling) Let
an arbitrary nite set X .
G = (V; E ) be a weighted dire ted graph, A 2-hop
distan e labeling of G assigns to ea h vertex v V Remarks 1) In De nition 3.1, we measure the label
a label L(v) = (Lin (v); Lout (v)), su h that Lin (v) is size in bits. On the other hand, in De nitions 3.2 and
a olle tion of pairs (x; Æ(x; v)), where x
V , and 3.4 we measure the size of 2-hop labels by the total
similarly, Lout (v) is a olle tion of pairs (x; Æ(v; x)), number of hops they ontain. 2) Our 2-hop labelings,
where x V . With a slight abuse of notation, we also as de ned, do not support rst-edge queries. But, it
onsider Lin (v) and Lout (v) to be subsets of V , and for is easy to add rst edge information to the hops so that
they would support su h queries.
any two verti es u; v V , we require that:
Given the labels L(u) = (Lin (u); Lout (u)) and L(v) =
Æ (u; v ) =
min
Æ (u; x) + Æ (x; v ) :
(Lin (v); Lout (v)), we an easily ompute Æ(u; v), the
x2Lout u \Lin v
distan
e from u to v in O( Lout (u) + Lin (v) ) time.
P
The size of the labeling is de ned to be v2V Lin (v) + (We keep Lout (u) and Lin (v) in sorted order and merge
Lout (v ) .
them to nd their interse tion.) We an in fa t do it
also in O(min Lout(u) ; Lin (v) ) time, if we keep hash
For undire ted graphs, the above de nition an be some- tables for the sets Lout (u) and Lin (v). As an example
what simpli ed. For every vertex v, there is only one for 2-hop rea hability labeling, onsider the graph in
olle tion L(v) of pairs (x; Æ(x; v)), su h that for ev- Figure 1 and the 2-hop labeling shown in the table next
ery u; v V we have Æ(u; v) = minx2L u \L v Æ(u; x) + to it. We assume there that ea h vertex v is ontained,
Æ (x; v ).
by default, in Lin (v) and Lout (v).
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Figure 1: Solid edges are the edges of the graph. Dashed edges are hops that are not edges of the graph.
est paths, that makes their 2-hop overs orrespond to
2-hop
labelings is the following:
Closely related to 2-hop labelings is the notion of a 2hop over of a olle tion of paths in a graph.
Definition 4.2. (Hop invarian e) A
set
of
paths P = Puv in a graph G = (V; E ) is said
Definition 4.1. (2-hop over) Let G = (V; E ) be a to be hop invariant, if there exists a olle tion Q of
4 2-hop overs

f

g

graph. For every u; v 2 V , let Puv be a olle tion paths su h that
of paths from u to v (for undire ted graphs we have
Puv  Pvu ). Let P = fPuv g. Let H = (H1 ; H2 ),
 For any two verti es vi and vj , there is at most one
where H1 and H2 are olle tion of paths in G. Then,
path qij 2 Q su h that vi ;qij vj .
H is said to be a 2-hop over of P if for every u; v 2 V
p
p
 Whenever vi ; 1 vj ; 2 vk is a path of P , then
su h that Puv 6= , there is a path p 2 Puv , and paths
qij and qjk exist and qij qjk 2 P .
h1 2 H1 and h2 2 H2 , su h that p = h1 h2 , i.e., p is
the on atenation of h1 and h2 . The size of the over is
jH j = jH1 j + jH2 j, the number of elements in H .
Lemma 4.1. A set P onsisting of all shortest paths
between a parti ular set of vertex pairs (in dire ted or
We an obtain rea hability labels from a 2-hop over undire ted graphs) is 2-hop invariant. In parti ular the
H = (H1 ; H2 ) of the set of all paths in G by setting set of all shortest paths is hop invariant. A similar
Lin (v ) = fx j (x; v ) 2 H2 g and Lout (v ) = fx j statement holds for (1 + )-approximate shortest paths,
(v; x) 2 H1 g. The size of this labeling is equal to and for the set of all dire ted paths.

the size of the 2-hop over. The onverse also holds:
From rea hability labels of G we an obtain a 2-hop
over of the same size by adding to H an arbitrary
path from v to x if x Lout (v) and an arbitrary path
from x to v if x Lin (v). Similarly we an obtain 2hop distan e labels from a 2-hop over of the set of all
shortest path in G, and vi e versa. We ould also obtain
approximate distan e labels from a 2-hop over of the
set of all approximate shortest paths and vi e versa.
Thus we obtain that the size of an optimal 2-hop over
for the set of all paths, the set of all shortest paths,
and the set of all approximate shortest paths is equal to
the minimum size of a 2-hop rea hability labeling, two
hop distan e labeling, and 2-hop approximate distan e
labelings, respe tively.
The ommon property of the set of all paths, the set of
all shortest paths, and the set of all approximate short1

2

2

Proof: In all these ases, it is suÆ ient to pla e in Q an
arbitrary shortest path onne ting ea h pair of nodes.
2
In the full version of the paper we des ribe a redu tion
that proves the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Finding a minimum 2-hop over of a
olle tion P of shortest paths in a dire ted graph is an

NP-hard problem.

We an, however, eÆ iently nd an almost optimal 2hop over if the olle tion of paths P is hop invariant.
=(

)

=

Theorem 4.2. Let G
V; E be a graph with jV j n,
and let P be a hop invariant set of paths in G. Then,

there is an eÆ ient algorithm for nding a 2-hop over
of P whose size is larger than the smallest su h over
by at most an O(log n) fa tor.

Before proving the theorem we introdu e some notation.
As before, let Puv , for u; v V , be the paths of P
that start at u and end at v. Let Buv V be the
set of verti es that appear on paths from Puv . (Note
that u; v Buv , if Puv = .) A moment of re e tion
shows that the size of the minimum 2-hop over of P
depends only on the sets Buv , for u; v V . We also
need to de ne the densest subgraph problem and state
some results that are known for it.
2
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The densest
subgraph problem is de ned as follows: Given an undire ted graph G = (V; E ), nd a subset S  V for whi h
the average degree in the subgraph indu ed by S is maximized, i.e., a set that maximizes the ratio jE (S )j=jS j,
where E (S ) is the set of edges onne ting two verti es
of S .
Definition 4.3. (Densest subgraph)

The densest subgraph problem an be solved exa tly
in polynomial time using ow te hniques. One su h
algorithm is given by Lawler [8, Chapter 4℄. The
urrently best available time bound for the problem
is O(mn log(n =m)), due to Gallo, Grigoriadis, and
Tarjan [3℄. It is obtained by redu ing the densest
subgraph problem to a parametri min- ut problem and
then solving it using a parametri max- ow algorithm
whose running time is the same as the running time of
the non-parametri max ow algorithm of Goldberg and
Tarjan [5℄.
Of more pra ti al interest is a mu h simpler linear time
2-approximation algorithm for the densest subgraph
problem whi h is a slight modi ation of an algorithm
mentioned by Kortsarz and Peleg [7℄. This algorithm
iteratively removes a vertex of minimum degree from
the graph. This generates a sequen e of n subgraphs of
the original graph. The algorithm returns the densest
of these subgraphs. It is not diÆ ult to he k that
this algorithm an be implemented to run in linear
time, and that it is a 2-approximation algorithm for
the densest subgraph problem, i.e., the average degree
in the subgraph returned is at least a half of the average
degree in the densest possible subgraph.
We an now present a proof of Theorem 4.2.
Proof: (of Theorem 4.2) We ast the problem of
nding a minimum 2-hop over of P as a minimum set
over problem. We then apply the greedy algorithm
and nd a over that is larger than the optimal over
by at most a logarithmi fa tor (Chvatal [1℄, Johnson
2

[6℄, Lovasz [9℄). One diÆ ulty whi h arises is that the
resulting set over instan e is huge. We show, however,
that it is possible to apply the greedy algorithm to this
set over instan e without generating it expli itly.
We rst re all the ow of the greedy algorithm of the set
over problem. The instan e of the set over problem
is a ground set T , and a set of subsets of T . For
ea h S , there is an asso iated weight w(S ). The
goal is to nd a subset
, su h that S2U S = T ,
and PS2U w(Si ) is minimized. The greedy algorithm
for the problem is the following. We maintain the
set of un overed elements T 0, whi h is initialized to
T 0 = T . In ea h iteration of the algorithm, we add to
a set S , whi h maximize the ratio jSw\ST j . We iterate
until T 0 = .
The set over instan e orresponding to the 2-hop over
instan e is onstru ted as follows. The ground set of
elements to be overed is T = (u; v) Puv =  . For
ea h vertex w V and two subsets Cin ; Cout V , we
have a set
S (Cin ; w; Cout ) =
(u; v) T u Cin ; v Cout ; w Buv :
The weight atta hed to this set is Cin + Cout . The
vertex w is alled the enter of the set S (Cin ; w; Cout ).
The goal is to nd a olle tion of su h sets of minimum
total weight that over T . (Note that the olle tion of
sets is exponential in size.)
The proof that this set over instan e is equivalent to the
2-hop over problem is as follows If H is a 2-hop dire ted
over of minimum size, we let Cin (w) = u ((u; w); u)
H and Cout (w) = u ((w; u); u)
H . We an then
over the set T using the sets S (Cin (w); w; Cout (w)) for
w V.
Conversely, we rst laim that we may assume w.l.o.g.
that the minimum over ontains at most one set with a
given enter. If a over ontains two sets with the same
0 ) and S (C 00 ; w; C 00 ), then
enter, i.e., S (Cin0 ; w; Cout
out
in
these two sets an be repla ed, without in reasing the
0
00 ).
size of the over, by the set S (Cin0 Cin00 ; w; Cout
Cout
Thus, Let S (Cin (w); w; Cout (w)) be the set orresponding to w V . We an now de ne a orresponding 2hop over, in the following way: ((u; w); u) H if and
only if u Cin (w) and ((w; u); u) H if and only if
u Cout (w). For undire ted overs, let S (C (w); w) be
the set orresponding to w and (u; w) H if and only
if u C (w).
We next have to show that we an eÆ iently apply
the greedy algorithm to this exponential size set over
instan e. Let T 0 be the part of T that is still un overed.
S
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Initially T 0 T . In ea h step of the greedy algorithm
we are supposed to nd a set S with the best ratio
jS \T j
. In the dire ted ase we are looking for a set
w S
S (Cin ; w; Cout ) for whi h the ratio
S (Cin ; w; Cout ) T 0
Cin + Cout
is maximized.
To do that we nd, for every w V , the set S (w)
whi h maximizes the above ratio over all the sets
S (Cin ; w; Cout ), in whi h w is their enter. We onstru t
an auxiliary undire ted bipartite graph Gw = (Vw ; Ew ),
whi h we all the enter graph of w in the following
way. The vertex set Vw ontains two verti es vin and
vout for ea h vertex v of the original graph G. We
have the undire ted edge (uout ; vin ) Ew if and only if
(u; v) T 0 and w Buv . Many of the verti es in Gw
may be isolated and an therefore be removed from the
graph. It is straightforward to prove that the problem
of nding the sets Cin and Cout that maximize the
ratio S (Cin ; w; Cout ) T 0 =( Cin + Cout ) is exa tly
the problem of nding the densest subgraph of Gw .
We solve this problem, omputing S (w) for ea h enter
w V , and nally hoose the vertex w for whi h S (w)
has the best ratio. We then add the orresponding
set S (w) to the over, update T 0, and repeat until T 0
is empty. It is shown by Johnson [6℄, Lovasz [9℄
and Chvatal [1℄ that the greedy heuristi a hieves a
performan e ratio of Ht for the set over problem,
where t is the number of elements to be overed and Ht
is the Harmoni number. For our problem, the number
of elements is equal to the number of vertex-pairs su h
that there is at least one path in P between them. Thus,
we obtain an approximation ratio of
Hjfij jPij 6 ;gj
Hn2 < 2 log n + O(1) :
0

( )

j

\

j

j

j

j

( ) T 0 = C is then exa tly the problem of nding
the densest subgraph of Gw .
2
The approximation algorithm presented is similar to
an approximation algorithm given by Kortsarz and
Peleg [7℄ for the 2-spanner problem.
S C; w
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4.1 Spe i graph families In the full version of
the paper, we will show that the algorithm we introdu e
in the last se tion generates 2-hop labeling of size
O(n log n) for all trees (for any variant of the problem).
This mat hes a lower bound of (n log n) on the bitsize of any tree labeling, due to Gavoille et al. [4℄.
Some other graph families are known to have ompa t
2-hop labeling: Graphs with separator-de omposition of
size O(n ) have 2-hop labels of size O(n  log n) (e.g.,
see [2℄). It is possible that the optimal 2-hop labeling
for small-separator graphs is o(n  log n). (This would
be the ase if our Conje ture 5.1 is true.)
For planar graphs, Thorup [11℄ shows that O(n log n)
size rea hability and approximate distan e labels are
possible. It follows from his onstru tion that there
are orresponding 2-hop labels of size O(n log n). We
are not aware of a mat hing lower bound for 2-hop
rea hability labelings, thus, it is possible that there are
optimal 2-hop rea hability labeling of size O(n log n) for
planar graphs. Thorup's result is parti ularly intriguing
sin e there is an (n = ) lower bounds on exa t distan e
labels for planar graphs.
Another parti ular family of interest onsists of graphs
with bounded degree d where for ea h pair of verti es
there is at least one path between them of length at
most D = logd n + o(logd n) edges. For example a
random d-regular graph will have this property with
high probability. For su h graphs we an obtain 2-hop
labelings of size O(n :  ) by pi king the hops ((v; u); v)
and ((v; u); u) for every two nodes v; u su h that there
This onstru tion is slightly di erent for undire ted is a path of at most D=2 edges from v to u. Observe
paths. The set T to be overed is a set of (unordered) that the total number of hops is O(ndD= ) = O(n =  ).
vertex-pairs u; v su h that Buv = . For ea h
vertex w V and a subset C V , we have a set 5 Lower bounds on rea hability and distan e
S (C; w) =
u; v
u
C; v
C; w
Buv . The
labelings
proof that this set over problem is equivalent to our
original 2-hop over problem is essentially as for the In this se tion we prove lower bounds on the size
dire ted ase. To solve the set over instan \eTwej are of rea hability labels and 2-hop rea hability labels in
. We dire ted graphs. The bounds we prove also hold for
interested in S (C; w) whi h maximizes jS C;w
jC j
again rst solve this maximization problem separately distan e labelings in dire ted and undire ted graphs,
for ea h w. Here the auxiliary graph Gw = (V; Ew ) and it is straightforward to extend the proofs for these
ontains a single opy of ea h vertex of V and generally ases. We begin with the following simple lemma that
is not bipartite. We have the edge (u; v) Ew if and gives a lower bound on the size in bits of any rea hability
only if (u; v) T 0 and w Buv . Similarly, the problem labeling (not ne essarily a 2-hop rea hability labeling).
of nding the set S (w) = (C; w) that maximize the ratio
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Lemma 5.1. Any rea hability labeling
sign some n-vertex m-edge graph rea
total size m n2 =m bits.

( log(

))

s heme must ashability labels of

Proof: Consider the set of all dire ted m-edge graphs
on the set of verti es V = 1; 2; : : : ; n in whi h all
edges are dire ted from V = 1; 2; : : : ; n=2 to V =
n=2 + 1; n=2 + 2; : : : ; n . (Assume that n is even.)

There are n=m 2 su h graphs, and ea h one of them
has a distin t transitive losure. Hen e, no two of these
graphs may be assigned rea hability labels that are
identi al for every vertex. It follows that most of these
graphs must2 be assigned rea hability labels of total size
(log n=m ) = (m log(n =m)).
2
Note that ea h graph from the family of graphs onsidered in the proof of Lemma 5.1 may be assigned 2-hop
rea hability labels of total size O(m log n) bits. We simply let Lout (v) = u V (v; u) E for every v V ,
Lin (v ) = v for every v
V , and all other sets are
empty. Thus, 2-hop rea hability labels are almost optimal for this family of graphs. The Corollary below
summarizes this dis ussion and shows that 2-hop labels
are almost optimal in the following sense.
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Let g(n; L) be the olle tion of n-node
graphs with 2-hop-labels (distan e or rea hability) of
size L (L log n bits). Then any general labeling s heme
assigns labels of maximum size (L log(n2 =m)) bits on
g (n; L).

Corollary 5.1.

Consider the family of graphs onsidered in the
proof of Lemma 5.1, with n nodes and L = m edges.
These graphs have 2-hop-labels of size L. The orollary
follows from the proof of the Lemma.
2
We next use Lemma 5.1 to obtain a stronger lower
bound on the total size of rea hability labels.

of verti es in this graph is 2m = n=m = + 2m = =
2(n + m = ) = (n), and the number of edges is
2m = n=m = + m=2 = m=2 + 2n = (m). (Note
that n m n and therefore m = n.)
Let Ui , for 1 i n=m = , be the set omposed of
the i-th leaf of every star. For every i, the rea hability
relation restri ted to Ui is isomorphi to the rea hability
relation on the set V V . It follows from Lemma 5.1
that for at least one su h graph, we need rea hability
labels of total size at least (m) bits. Thus, the total
size of the labels atta hed to all the verti es must be at
least (n=m = m) = (nm = ) bits.
2
Our next lemma will allow us to obtain a slightly better
lower bound than the one in Theorem 5.1 on the size
of 2-hop rea hability labelings . The lemma establishes
a lower bound on the size of the optimal 2-hop over
for a set of paths. To spe ify this lemma we need
the following de nitions. Given a set P of paths and
v; w V , we de ne hv (w) to be the number of verti es
rea hable from v via a path in P going through w. We
also de ne hv (w) to be the number of verti es from
whi h you an rea h v through a path in P going
through w. Formally, hv (w) = u w Bvu , and
hv (w) = u w
Buv . For ea h pair of nodes (a; b)
we de ne the eÆ ien y of overing Pab
e (a; b) = pmax
max min ha (v); hb (v)
2Pab v2p
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For any 2-hop over,
Hj

j

Proof:

2

gj

X



(a;b)jPab 6=;

1=e (a; b) :

Any pair (a; b) is eventually overed by 2 hops.
One of these hops parti ipates in at most e (a; b) paths.
Thus, if the ost of ea h hop is partitioned among the
pairs it overs, (a; b)'s share is at least 1=e (a; b). Thus,
the total number of hops is at least Pab 1=e (a; b). 2
Theorem 5.1. Any rea hability labeling s heme must We an obtain a slightly stronger lower bound for 2-hop
assign to some graphs with n verti es and m edges rea hability labels than the bound in Theorem 5.1 for
rea hability labels of total size (nm = ) bits.
general labelings. In Theorem 5.1 the lower bound of
(nm = ) is on the size of the labels in bits whether
Proof: Consider graphs of the following form: start in the following theorem the lower bound is on the the
with a bipartite graph on vertex sets V and V , where total number of hops in the 2-hop labels.
V = V = m = , with m=2 dire ted edges going from
V to V . Next, make ea h vertex of V the enter of Theorem 5.2. There exist n-vertex m-edge graphs for
labeling s heme must have
a star with n=m = leaves. All these leaves are disjoint whi h any 2-hop rea hability
and the edges from these leaves are dire ted towards a total size of (nm = ).
the verti es of V . Similarly, make ea h vertex of V the
enter of a star with n=m = leaves. Edges this time are Proof: The graphs we onsider are a subset of those
dire ted away from the verti es of V . The total number used in the proof of Theorem 5.1. We start with
Proof:
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bipartite graph with V = V = m = . As
before, we make ea h vertex of V and V the enter
of a star with n=m = leaves. The proof follows using
Lemma 5.2.
2
Last we show that for some graphs with large rea hability labels mu h shorter steiner labels exist.

in linear time in the size (number of edges and nodes)
of the enter-graph: nodes are maintained sorted by
remaining-degree (initially using bu ket-sort) and ea h
edge is looked at on e.
Edges in di erent enters that orrespond to the same
path are linked, and the path that orresponds to a
sele ted edge is onsidered overed. Covered edges are
removed from the enter graph, thus ADS sele tion in
Corollary 5.2. There exists a family of graphs with
one enter-graph may result in removing edges from
Steiner rea hability labels of size O(n) where the best other enter-graphs.
proper 2-hop rea hability labels are of size (nm = ).
The high-level loop maintains all enters in the heap.
Proof: The graphs in the proof of Theorem 5.2 an The key of a enter is the ratio of edges to nodes in the
re ently- omputed ADS of the enter-graph G .
be viewed as 4-layer graphs, with v rea hable from u if most
The
following
is repeated until all paths are overed:
and only if the layer of u is lower than the layer of v.
We use the set X = x ; ; x ; ; x ; ; x ; ; x ; ; x ; the
A enter of maximum key is removed from the
identi er xi;j is pla ed in Lout (v) for all v in layer i and
heap.
in Lin (v) for all v in layer j .
2
If edges got removed from the enter-graph G sin e
A similar, slightly more involved onstru tion, an be
the last ADS omputation was performed, then the
used to generate O(n)-size Steiner labels for the undiADS is re omputed, and is pla ed in the heap with
re ted uniform-weighted version of this onstru tion:
a new key.
Corollary 5.3. There exists a family of undire ted
Otherwise, if the enter-graph was untou hed, the
graphs with Steiner distan e labels of size O(n) where
ADS is sele ted. If unsele ted edges remain in G ,
the best proper 2-hop distan e labels are of size
then a new ADS is omputed, and is inserted to
(nm = ).
the heap with a new key.
omplete
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We onje ture that the bound given in Theorem 5.2 is For this implementation to work orre tly, it is imporbest possible:
tant that a enter of (approximately) minimum key is
sele ted at ea h step. To see this, noti e that the key of
Conje ture 5.1. Let G = (V; E ) be a dire ted graph a enter-graph (ratio of edges to nodes in densest subwith V = n and E = m and let P the set of all graph) an only de rease if edges are removed from the
shortest paths in G. Then, there is a 2-hop over of P graph.
of size O(nm = ).
In our implementation we used a slightly di erent
onstru tion of the set over instan e than the one
6 Implementation
outlined in the proof of Theorem 4.2. Suppose the
We implemented a variation of the algorithm des ribed algorithm sele ted several subsets whi h orrespond
in the proof of Theorem 4.2 and used it to onstru t to the same enter: S (C ; w); S (C ; w); : : : ; S (Ck ; w).
distan e labels. We onstru t for ea h enter, a orre- Then the ratio atta hed to a remaining subset S (C; w)
sponding (undire ted) enter-graph. The nodes of the is updated to
enter-graph are all hops asso iated with the enter.
k
[
Ea h edge orresponds to a path traversing through the
Ci :
S (C; w) T 0 = C
enter, and its endpoint are the hops orresponding to
i
the pre x and suÆx of the path. Note that if the underlying network is dire ted, the enter-graphs are bi- (instead of S (C; w) T 0 = C .) where T 0 is the set of
partite, but this is generally not true with undire ted un overed edges in the enter graph Gw . We implemented this variant by removing sele ted nodes from
networks.
enter graph (edges, however, are removed only if
The algorithm iteratively sele ts subsets of hops and the
both
endpoints are sele ted).
edges whi h onstitute an (approximate) densest subgraph in some enter-graph. Our implementation of ap- Observe that the numerator of this ratio an de rease as
proximate densest subgraph (ADS) omputation runs subsets are sele ted in other enters. The denominator
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an also de rease but only as a result of a subset being
sele ted from the same enter. Even though the ratio
asso iated with a parti ular subset may in rease, it is
easy to see that it an never ex eed that of the mostre ently sele ted densest subgraph from the same enter
(if it was, then this subset ombined with the re ent
densest subgraph would have yielded a denser subgraph,
hen e a ontradi tion). Thus, the maximum ratio of the
densest-subgraph of a enter is non-in reasing. As a new
densest subgraph is omputed when a enter is pla ed
ba k in the heap, a enter with maximum ratio is still
found by our heap implementation.
As for worst- ase performan e, it is not hard to show
that this variant has the same approximation ratio as
the variant where the denominator of the ratio of a
subset remains C (the proof is a slight modi ation
of the analysis given for the standard greedy algorithm
- the proof will be des ribed in the full version of the
paper). In our experiments, however, it performed
better.
j

j

7 Experiments

We used di erent syntheti and real networks to evaluate our labeling algorithm. The network sele tion was
guided by two important appli ations of our labeling
s heme, namely routing and geographi navigation systems. For geographi navigation, distan e queries an
tell a user the time or distan e to rea h a desired destination. First-edge queries an be used to generate
turn-by-turn driving dire tions.
Routing tables for pa kets traveling in a ommuni ation network onstitute another appli ation of distan e
labels. The model is that ea h pa ket arries its destination label, and the urrent router obtains the nexthop and if desired, the \distan e", by onsidering the
label at the urrent router and the destination label.
This is somewhat similar to the way Internet routing
is performed now: ea h pa kets arries its destination
IP-address. The router looks up the IP-address (longest
pre x mat h) in its lo al routing table in order to obtain the next-hop. Routing tables, however, are growing
in size. As for the stru ture of the network, they typi ally have small diameters. For inter-AS graphs, the
ore of the graph has high expansion whereas intra-AS
networks ould be almost planar.
ISP-net is the network of a large ba kbone ISP (Internet Servi e Provider). The nodes and (dire ted) edges
of the network orrespond to routers and links. This
1

1 AS stands for an autonomous system whi h is an independent
subnetwork of the global network.

parti ular ISP uses OSPF (Open Shortest Path First)
routing, and the edge-weights are the OSPF weights of
the links.
BGP is the set of (dire ted) paths advertised by BGP
(Border Gateway Proto ol) routers. The nodes of the
network are all Autonomous Systems (AS's) in the
Internet rea hable from the ore. The paths are all
advertised paths. We onsidered only paths of 3 or
more hops, as shorter paths an be re onstru ted by
maintaining edge information at ea h node.
Roads is the road map of Alpine County, CA (USA),
obtained from the TIGER ensus data [13℄. This graph
is undire ted with weights orresponding to a tual
distan es.
Grid-k is a syntheti network. The underlying network
is a k k grid. Edges are dire ted in a Manhattanfashion, with even and odd row-edges dire ted in opposite dire tions and similarly, even and odd olumnsedges are dire ted in opposite dire tions. The edge
weights were sele ted uniformly at random from [1; 100℄.
Table 1 lists for ea h network, the number of nodes,
number of edges, number of pairs of nodes su h that
there is a path from one to the other, and the total size
of labels (number of hops). The ompression ratio is the
ratio of the number of pairs to the total size of the labels.
The ompression ratio varies with di erent graph sizes
and stru tures and was between 3 to 19.6. Generally,
we expe t better ratio for larger graphs. In parti ular,
our analysis shows that for the planar k-grid graphs
the view size is O(k ) whereas expli it representation is
(k ), thus the ratio is at least k.
So far we onsidered the total size of the labels. Another parameter of interest is the maximum label size
of a parti ular node. This parameter is parti ularly important for distributed appli ations. It is also relevant
sin e the a tual omputation of the distan e from the
labels is linear in the size of the labels. For dire ted
graphs we also onsider the maximum size of an in-list
or out-list of a node. The average and maximum label sizes for the di erent networks are listed in Table 2.
Although geared to minimizing the total label size, our
algorithm seems to perform well also with respe t to the
maximum-label metri .
Another interesting question regards the dependen e of
the label size on the number of overed paths. Our
algorithm an be set to stop after any given fra tion
of the paths is overed (and a tually, provides the
same performan e guarantees even in this ase.) The
dependen e seemed Zipf like and similar a ross networks
(e.g., 20%-25% of the hops suÆ es to over half the
paths).


3
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network # nodes # edges # paths (pairs) label-size
ISP-net
229
880
38466
2969
BGP
9236
{
164037
22454
Roads
548
686
128491
6567
Grid-10
100
180
2744
843
Grid-20
400
760
42852
5759
Grid-30
900
1740
212819
18667

ompression

13.0
7.3
19.6
3.3
7.44
11.40

Table 1: Parameters and performan e for di erent networks
network # nodes label-size average-label maximum label maximum in/out list
ISP-net
229
2969
13
29
15
BGP
9236
22454
2.4
145
140
Roads
548
6567
12
28
{
Grid-10
100
843
8.43
15
14
Grid-20
400
5759
14.4
30
30
Grid-30
900
18667
20.7
60
58

Table 2: total label size and the maximum size of the label of a parti ular node for di erent networks
8 Con luding remarks

We introdu ed simple and natural distan e and rea hability labeling s hemes for dire ted and undire ted
graphs. Our labelings are derived from 2-hop overs of
sets of paths in graphs. We give an eÆ ient algorithm
for onstru ting a 2-hop over whose size is larger than
the smallest 2-hop over by a fa tor of at most O(log n).
We onje ture that there exists a 2-hop over of size
~ (nm = ) of the set of shortest paths in any weighted
O
dire ted graph with n verti es and m edges. Proving,
or disproving, this onje ture, is perhaps the most interesting problem left open. We also demonstrated the
e e tiveness of our s hemes by an experimental analysis using syntheti and real networks from appli ations
su h as geographi navigation and Internet routing.
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